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This Roadshow has been compiled by Steven Fawkes as an optional resource for Branch and Network events. All suggestions for future content welcome! Steven.fawkes@gmail.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the next screens click on the links to reach the pages. There are suggested things to explore



ALL revised website new areas

• Learning from the Classroom
• Language Matters collections:
- Features
- How to…
- Practitioner Focus
- My Best Ten ideas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click on the links to reach the pages. Try : In Learning from the Classroom – Driving Spontaneity and MotivationIn Features: … Effective homeworkThe following are revisits of Languages Today content you might have missedHow to …: overviewPractitioner focus:  overviewMy Best Ten ideas: overview

https://www.all-languages.org.uk/research-practice/learning-from-the-classroom/
https://www.all-languages.org.uk/research-practice/languages-matters/features/
https://www.all-languages.org.uk/research-practice/languages-matters/how-to/
https://www.all-languages.org.uk/research-practice/languages-matters/practitioner-focus/
https://www.all-languages.org.uk/research-practice/languages-matters/best-ten-ideas/


New design for ALL website

• revised resources & reviews pages:
Secondary
• Secondary resources
• Secondary reviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click on the links to reach the pages. Any recommendations for content is welcome!A reminder that ALL now has a Secondary Special lnterest Group with Steering Group  led by Lisa ProbertAnd that anyone willing to do a review is welcome to mae contact (link on page)

https://www.all-languages.org.uk/secondary/secondary-resources/
https://www.all-languages.org.uk/secondary/reviews-resources-secondary-teachers/


New design for ALL website

• New/revised guidance pages
Secondary Guidance (3 pages)
- For secondary language teachers
- For heads of languages
- For secondary head teachers

https://www.all-languages.org.uk/secondary/guidance-secondary/secondary-teachers/
https://www.all-languages.org.uk/secondary/guidance-secondary/secondary-hods/
https://www.all-languages.org.uk/secondary/guidance-secondary/secondary-head-teachers/


New design for ALL website

For Students/ trainees/ NQTs

• Become a language teacher
• Starting out as an NQT
• Events/festivals/dates for Student teacher/NQTs’ diaries
• Barry Jones Archive

https://www.all-languages.org.uk/student/become-a-language-teacher/
https://www.all-languages.org.uk/student/starting-out/
https://www.all-languages.org.uk/student/student-events/
https://www.all-languages.org.uk/student/barry-jones-archive/


ALL revised website

• https://www.all-
languages.org.uk/features/undergraduates-see-major-
changes-learning-language-school-university/

• See introduction and discussion question in Notes below 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These Durham undergraduates were interviewed by their tutor in the context of a conference on Transitions. They were asked about the major changes in Language learning experience from school to University.They identify things they wish they had done at school – not as criticism of their teachers but in preparation for university. What are the key issues the identify?Are any of these issues (in the context of new curriculum, new GCSE and new A-levels) things you might address even in part? 

https://www.all-languages.org.uk/features/undergraduates-see-major-changes-learning-language-school-university/


Language Teacher of the Year 2018

• Do you know a great Languages Teacher? 
• Nominate them for the Language Teacher of the Year 

awards !
• https://www.all-languages.org.uk/about/awards/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nominations are closed for this year, but please raise awareness for the future

https://www.all-languages.org.uk/about/awards/


ALL Local

• Thanks as ever to the ALL volunteers who put on events for 
local members around the country.

• Events are on the website here: https://www.all-
languages.org.uk/calendar_events/events/

• Members can go to any event anywhere!
• New for 2018 – look out for the NLS in Sheffield in July 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NLS is the Northern Languages Show ; this pilot event follows on from the success of the NPLS in York in 2016 and coming soon in 2017

https://www.all-languages.org.uk/calendar_events/events/


ALL Briefings

• Look out for the launch of a new resource for busy 
teachers.

• An ALL Briefing aims to give you a brief summary of a 
recent document / policy / initiative or issue, with a few 
suggested discussion points for a department , or with 
others in your institution.

• An example follows …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALL Briefings will be announced in ALLnet bulletins



ALL Briefing: Pedagogy Review 

• A short selection from the key messages: 
• The review highlights the importance of planning for 

progression
• The report puts the focus on vocabulary, phonics and 

grammar
• There is encouragement for joining things up across the 

school system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may wish to use these screens to set up a discussion.The Pedagogy Review full document can be found here: https://www.tscouncil.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/MFL-Pedagogy-Review-Report-2.pdf



In the Department

ALL suggests these points for reflection / action with colleagues: 
a) Consider the recommendations for schools and teachers (in 

Notes) to determine your school’s standing on these points, and 
whether your school’s philosophy is in agreement. 

Are there any constructive actions to be taken in your school?
b) Identify which recommendations are for school leaders and 

curriculum planners.
Are there ways of highlighting these to relevant colleagues in your 
school?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Whatever their level of achievement, the vast majority of young people should study a modern foreign language up to the age of 16 and take a GCSE in it. 2. Pupils need to gain systematic knowledge of the vocabulary, grammar, and sound and spelling systems (phonics) of their new language … They need to reinforce this knowledge with extensive planned practice … 3. The content taught through the new language should be stimulating and widen pupils’ knowledge of … culture, history and literature … without compromising the necessary sequencing of vocabulary and grammar.  4. Teachers should select textbooks on the basis of how well they support a planned approach to teaching vocabulary, grammar and phonics. They should be supplemented by additional, attractive resources, including ICT and reading resources.  5. Pupils should be taught to pay attention to the detail of meaning through translation, and should extend the range of their vocabulary … through … short texts and literature. They should have opportunities to interact with native speakers, both in person and through video links. 6. Languages teachers should know and build on the grammar taught in the key stage 2 national curriculum for English. 7. Secondary schools should know about the modern languages taught at their feeder primary schools. Wherever possible, they should support language learning in primary schools and plan to build on pupils’ primary school language knowledge. 8. Teachers should carefully plan their own and pupils’ use of the new language … and ensure that meanings are always clear and confusion avoided. 9. … Teachers should use errors to inform teaching, helping pupils to pay attention to detail without discouraging them.  10. … speaking, writing, listening and reading should be taught together, rather than as separate skills. 11. We recommend two to (ideally) three hours per week of teaching time, spread over frequent lessons of between 40 – 60 minutes duration. A GCSE course should have at least 10% of curriculum time. 12. Where schools are grouping and setting, they should ensure that the needs of all pupils … are fully met.  … it is particularly important to ensure that those capable of proceeding to A level are taught in ways that enable them to do so. 13. Assessment should use a range of tasks, including those focused on specific aspects of the language taught, such as vocabulary or grammar. Some tasks should require pupils to compose sentences, short pieces of writing and oral presentations of their own. Assessment should not make excessive demands on teachers’ time.



With SLT

• The TSC MFL Pedagogy Review identifies these critical 
points for development of successful Language teaching. 
– 1. Time and opportunity for liaison and sharing 
– 2. Curriculum (time)

• How far does your institution already support your 
Languages Team in these matters?

• What else could be done? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reference :https://www.tscouncil.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/MFL-Pedagogy-Review-Report-2.pdf



November Novices

• ALL is pleased to announce that our November Novices 
campaign is back and is even bigger and better! This year 
we have partnered with four of our Corporate Members to 
create a very enticing package for new joiners to 
ALL. Please let your colleagues know that if they join ALL 
in November, we are offering a range of downloadable 
resources and special offers, in addition to all the great 
ALL member benefits.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notification of the offer is in ALLnet and on social media.Encourage people to follow ALL – and to join ! https://www.all-languages.org.uk/join/become-a-member/



Language World 2018

• Call for talks/workshops open 
until 30 October 2017
http://tinyurl.com/LW2018

• Early bird delegate booking open 
until 20 Dec 2017

• Standard booking open from21 
Dec 2017, up to event itself.

• Delegate booking: https://www.kc-
jones.co.uk/lw2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage people to ask their institutions about support to attend this great event .

http://tinyurl.com/LW2018
https://www.kc-jones.co.uk/lw2018
http://www.language-world.co.uk/


New look Roadshow

• Do you like it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ant feedback or suggestions for future content can be sent to steven.fawkes@gmail.com 
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